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PART A: SUMMARY OF THE REPORT
INFORMATION ABOUT THE SCHOOL
Blackshaw Lane Primary School is a school of average size, with 213 pupils on roll. It caters for pupils from the
age of four to eleven years, with a broadly equal number of boys and girls on the school roll. The school is
situated in Royton South ward on the outskirts of Oldham and draws from the surrounding residential area. The
local housing is a mixture of council, privately rented and privately owned property, but is predominantly the
latter. The percentage of pupils taking free school meals is below the national average. The pupils enter the
reception class with a range of attainment, but overall this is in line with average levels. In the main, the pupils
enter the school with well-developed social skills. Twenty-four pupils (11 per cent) are on the school’s special
educational needs register. This is in line with the national average. No pupils have statements of special
educational needs. The characteristics of the school are largely unchanged since the time of the last inspection.
The school’s aims are:
§ To provide a happy, caring and supportive environment in which every child has the opportunity to fulfil their
individual potential in an atmosphere of trust and mutual respect.
§ Every effort will be made to ensure that all children in all areas of the curriculum achieve a realistic standard
in relation to age and ability.
§ We aim to develop individuals who are confident and valued members of society by encouraging a cooperative and positive attitude to learning and providing a broad and balanced curriculum which excites and
challenges children.
§ We recognise the fact that these aims will not be achieved without the full support of parents and the wider
community.
HOW GOOD THE SCHOOL IS
Blackshaw Lane is an improving and effective school. The standards attained by the pupils at the end of both key
stages in English, mathematics and science are above those attained nationally. The impact of the teaching and
the overall leadership and management is good. The school provides good value for money.
What the school does well
• The school has established a very good atmosphere in which pupils are encouraged to work hard and do
their best, to be friendly and polite and to become mature and responsible.
• Pupils attain good standards in English, mathematics and science. Standards in art are very good and the
performance of the school choir is excellent.
• The teachers are committed to raising standards. The teaching has a number of strengths and the overall
impact of the teaching is good.
• Pupils’ attitudes to work are very good, as is their behaviour. They develop a love of learning that assists
them to make good progress.
• The headteacher, deputy headteacher and the governors work effectively together as a team, in the interests
of the pupils, to raise standards.
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What could be improved
• There are not enough planned opportunities for pupils to develop skills, or to cover all aspects of the
National Curriculum in information technology. Standards are consequently too low.
• Day-to-day assessment is not sufficiently well used. Not all of the work set in lessons assists pupils of
differing abilities to make rapid enough progress. Marking is not consistently used to show pupils how to
improve their work.
• Systems are not good enough for:
- using the information gathered from monitoring the work of the school;
- involving the subject co-ordinators in monitoring and developing their subjects.
Many aspects identified in this report as areas requiring strengthening had been identified by the headteacher and
governing body prior to the inspection.
The areas for improvement will form the basis of the governors’action plan.
HOW THE SCHOOL HAS IMPROVED SINCE ITS LAST INSPECTION
Blackshaw Lane Primary school was last inspected in October 1996. Since that time, a number of important
improvements have been made. There has been a significant improvement in standards at the end of both key
stages in English, mathematics and science. The more able pupils are achieving higher than average levels at the
end of Key Stage 2. Levels of attendance have improved and are now above the national average. The quality of
teaching in Key Stage 1 and the impact of the teaching throughout the school have improved. Improvements have
been made in the pupils’ attainment in art. The school has worked on all the issues from the last inspection.
Although a number of these are not yet fully resolved, the overall improvement in the quality of education
provided by the school is good.
STANDARDS
The table shows the standards achieved by 11-year-olds based on average point scores in National Curriculum
tests.
compared with
Performance in:

similar
schools

all schools
1997

1998

1999

1999

English

E

D

C

C

Mathematics

C

D

B

B

Science

C

D

B

C

Key

well above average
above average
average
below average
well below average

A
B
C
D
E

Pupils enter the school with average attainments. They make good progress in the reception class and many
achieve the desirable learning outcomes by the age of five. The work seen during the inspection indicates that
current standards are at least in line with 1999 levels and are improved in writing in Key Stage 2 and for pupils of
higher ability in Key Stage 1. Pupils of lower ability, including those with special educational needs, make good
progress and attain good standards for their ability. The school has already exceeded the Key Stage 2 targets they
set some time ago in conjunction with the local education authority and are well on the way to meeting the much
higher targets set subsequently by the Year 6 teacher and headteacher. Standards attained in art are also a
strength. Standards in religious education are satisfactory but standards in information technology are too low in
Key Stages 1 and 2.
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PUPILS’ATTITUDES AND VALUES
Aspect

Comment

Attitudes to the school

Very good. The pupils work very hard and try to improve their work. They are
interested in the work that they do in school. Levels of concentration are good.

Behaviour, in and out of
classrooms

Very good. Pupils are friendly and polite. They do as they are asked in class and
obey the school rules in the school and in the playground.

Personal development and
relationships

Very good. There are very productive relationships between adults and pupils.
Pupils work and play well together. They learn how to take responsibility for their
own learning. Many of the oldest pupils have developed good self-discipline
combined with a love of learning.

Attendance

Above the national average. Pupils like the school and wish to attend.

TEACHING AND LEARNING
Teaching of pupils:

aged up to 5 years

aged 5-7 years

aged 7-11 years

Lessons seen overall

Satisfactory

Good

Satisfactory

Inspectors make judgements about teaching in the range: excellent; very good; good; satisfactory;
unsatisfactory; poor; very poor. ‘Satisfactory’ means that the teaching is adequate and strengths outweigh
weaknesses.
Although the quality of teaching seen in lessons during the two-day inspection was as above, the evidence from
talking to pupils and from looking at their books is that the overall impact of the teaching is good throughout the
school. The main strengths in the teaching are: the teachers’ ability to interest and enthuse the pupils, the good
use of time in lessons that enables pupils to complete good amounts of work and the way pupils are managed.
Teaching would be even better if the teachers used their day-to-day assessments more effectively and if marking
told pupils how to improve their work. The needs of pupils of lower attainment, including those with special
educational needs, are met well. Teaching is particularly strong in Year 2 and Year 6. In the lessons seen, 95 per
cent of the teaching was satisfactory or better, with 26 per cent being good and an additional 16 per cent being
very good or excellent. Five per cent of teaching, however, was unsatisfactory.
Most teachers have implemented the national strategies for literacy and numeracy well, and the quality of teaching
in literacy is good. The teaching of numeracy is not yet as well established, but current teaching of numeracy is
satisfactory. The use of literacy skills in other subjects is satisfactory, but is not assisted by the small range of
books available in the school library.
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OTHER ASPECTS OF THE SCHOOL
Aspect
The quality and range of
the curriculum

Provision for pupils with
special educational needs

Provision for pupils’
personal, including
spiritual, moral, social
and cultural development

How well the school cares
for its pupils

Comment
The curriculum is unsatisfactory because the statutory requirements in
information technology are not fully met. In other respects, the curriculum is
satisfactory. Due emphasis is given to the teaching of literacy and numeracy and
pupils are taught all other required subjects. The school has begun to consider the
reorganisation of the curriculum that will be required when the revised National
Curriculum is in place. Although the curriculum is enriched by musical and
sporting activities and clubs, the range of extracurricular activities currently
offered by the school is too small.
The provision for pupils with special educational needs is very good. Pupils are
assisted to make good progress and all pupils reach good levels for their abilities.
The provision is well organised and the staff, including the special needs support
teacher, work conscientiously to meet the needs of the pupils.
The quality of the provision is very good. Social and moral education is
successfully promoted by high expectations of pupils’ conduct and adults’ very
good role models. Spirituality is encouraged through very good quality assemblies
and through assisting pupils to develop a curiosity and pleasure in the world about
them. Work in English, religious education, art and music assists the pupils to
gain a very good cultural education.
The quality of care is very good. Teachers know the pupils well and give very
good attention to ensuring that each feels a valued member of the school
community. There are sound procedures for child protection. The school is clean
and well maintained.

HOW WELL THE SCHOOL IS LED AND MANAGED
Aspect
Leadership and
management by the
headteacher and other key
staff
How well the governors
fulfil their responsibilities
The school’s evaluation of
its performance

The strategic use of
resources

Comment
The quality of the headteacher’s leadership is good. She has successfully led the
school through significant improvements, most importantly the raising of
standards. The headteacher is well supported by the deputy headteacher and the
governing body. The role of the subject co-ordinators, however, is not yet
sufficiently developed.
The governors are fully involved in the life of the school and fulfil their
responsibilities very effectively. They take their role as a ‘critical friend’very
seriously.
Satisfactory overall. A number of sound procedures have been introduced to
monitor the success of the school’s work. Good use has been made of information
from end of key stage assessments to identify areas of strength and weaknesses
and successful action has been taken to improve the weaknesses. Many aspects
identified in the report as areas requiring strengthening had been identified by the
headteacher and governing body prior to the inspection. Initiatives, including the
monitoring of teaching, planning and the work produced by the pupils, are
potentially very useful. At present, however, the information gathered does not
lead systematically or quickly to improvements. This is, in part, because the
systems are relatively new and those using them have had to gain confidence in
their own ability to monitor, and in part because the outcomes of the monitoring
are not formalised, or resulting action agreed.
Good. Through careful budgeting the school has used its limited resources well.
The headteacher and governors are aware of the principles of best value and have
begun to assess the impact of their spending decisions on the standards achieved
by the pupils.
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PARENTS’AND CARERS’VIEWS OF THE SCHOOL
What pleases parents most

What parents would like to see improved

• The standards achieved by the pupils and the • The homework the pupils are given in some classes.
progress they make.
• The number of clubs and activities offered to the
• The leadership and management of the
pupils outside lessons.
school.
• The high expectations of the teaching staff,
especially of the hard work expected.
• The behaviour of the pupils and the way they
are helped to become mature and responsible.
• The way the school works with and informs
parents.
• That their children like school.
The inspection team agrees with all the strengths identified by the parents. The amount of homework the pupils is
given is appropriate and links well with the work done in school. The team agrees, however, with some parents’
opinion that there needs to be a more consistent approach to the setting of homework. In particular, the giving of
homework only once a week in some classes needs review. The team agrees with the parents that the current
range of clubs and activities is too small.
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PART B: COMMENTARY
WHAT THE SCHOOL DOES WELL
The school has established a very good atmosphere in which pupils are encouraged to work hard and do
their best, to be friendly and polite and to become mature and responsible.
1.

There is a very good working atmosphere in the school. It is a place in which pupils expect to work
hard and to try their best. There is an air of purposeful activity in the classrooms. This is assisted by
the very good use of display, which includes the work of pupils of all abilities, to celebrate individual
achievement. In the Year 5 class, for example, the pupils’ poetry was displayed and although the
quality of the finished poems is at different levels, the pupils are equally proud of their efforts. The
pupils enjoy showing visitors their work on display and have often played an active part in labelling the
work. The good standards expected by the teachers, particularly at the end of each key stage, in
English, mathematics and art, encourage the pupils to set their sights high and to feel a desire to
improve. The exceptional quality of singing in the school choir gives the large number of pupils who
attend the opportunity to experience the pleasure of very high achievement.

2.

The pupils’moral and social development is promoted very well. Pupils are taught right from wrong, to
respect themselves and others and to take care of property. The staff provide very good role models,
showing a caring attitude to the pupils. The pupils are expected to work and play constructively
together, showing the same level of concern for others. Older pupils are encouraged to look after
younger ones, for example pupils in Year 6 routinely assist staff in looking after younger pupils during
wet playtimes. The school is a harmonious community overall. From the time they enter the school,
pupils are taught to take care of their own property and, through helping to set up activities and clear
away, to use school resources carefully.

3.

The provision for spiritual development is very good. Pupils are given a considerable number of
opportunities, through very good quality experiences in assemblies and their work in class, to reflect on
their own lives and those of others. During the inspection, for example, the assembly observed
encouraged pupils to think about the creation of new life from what appeared to be dead flowers and
trees and to appreciate the wonder of this. The pupils read their own work about new life and were
given an opportunity to consider this silently. Pupils appreciate these opportunities for reflection.
Activities in class are often well chosen to encourage pupils to be curious about the world in which they
live and to be excited by what they find out. In a science lesson, for example, pupils’ interest in their
work on vibration was increased by the practical nature of the activity they were set. Work in religious
education, art, music and English successfully assists pupils to gain knowledge of their own culture and
that of others. In English, pupils are given opportunities to read the work of a wide range of authors, to
read and write poetry, and to write in a number of different styles. In art they study the work of artists
including, Monet, Kandinski and Matisse. In music, the opportunities to sing and play and the quality
of some of this work further promote cultural development. There is an appropriate multicultural
element to the work in these subjects which educates pupils, for example in the cultural traditions of
other religions through work on Diwali. This work assists pupils to develop an awareness and tolerance
of the multicultural society in which they are growing up.

4.

The care shown for the pupils in the school is very good. There is good emphasis placed on enabling
pupils to develop and maintain self-esteem. Good consideration is given to the pupils’ safety and for
their emotional well being. The school has good procedures for checking on absence, including
expecting parents to inform the school on the first morning of an absence and routinely following up any
not supported by such information.
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Pupils attain good standards in English, mathematics and science. Standards in art are very good and the
performance of the school choir is excellent.
5.

Since the time of the last inspection in October 1996, standards in English, mathematics and science
have risen each year in both key stages. There was a particularly sharp rise in standards in Key Stage 2
in 1999. Standards in English and science are now in line with those achieved in similar schools and are
above this level in mathematics. The school has already exceeded the Key Stage 2 targets they set some
time ago in conjunction with the local education authority and are well on the way to meeting the much
higher targets set subsequently by the Year 6 teacher and headteacher. In both key stages pupils with
special educational needs make good progress and pupils achieve functional literacy and numeracy
before they leave the school.

6.

The increase in standards is greatly assisted by the school’s work in using end of key stage assessments
to identify areas of weakness and to raise the profile of these through the school improvement projects.
After the 1999 tests, for example the school identified a need to further increase standards in writing in
Key Stage 2. Work has been done to raise standards in writing, through, for instance, ensuring that
pupils are taught to apply what they learn from reading different types of text to their own writing.
Evidence from pupils’ books and the lessons observed indicates that the higher standards have been
maintained in reading and that standards in writing have improved. In Key Stage 1, although many
more pupils attained an average level in reading, writing, mathematics and science than was seen
nationally in 1999, too few pupils reached a higher level. This was identified by the school and an
emphasis given to the teaching of the higher-attaining group. Evidence from the inspection indicates
that more pupils are on course to achieve the higher level this year.

7.

Since the time of the last inspection, the school has raised standards in art. Skills in art are now
systematically and carefully developed as the pupils move through the school. The quality of the work
seen, for example the pencil crayon drawings in Year 2 and the tile designs in Year 4, is consequently
high. The co-ordinator for this subject has received training to develop the leadership role and
assistance to develop a scheme of work in art and this has clearly assisted the development of the
subject.

8.

Despite the budgetary restrictions experienced by the school over recent years, the headteacher and
governors have allocated money to paying a specialist music teacher to teach some of the music in the
school. The very high quality of the school choir is one example of the positive effect of this
expenditure.

The teachers are committed to raising standards. The teaching has a number of strengths and the overall
impact of the teaching is good.
9.

The impact of teaching is good throughout the school and is particularly strong in Year 2 and Year 6.
Teachers manage pupils well. They value their input and listen carefully to their contributions in class.
As a consequence, pupils are confident to both answer and ask questions and this assists their learning.
In Year 2 and Year 6 in particular, the teachers hold high expectations. These are communicated to
pupils in a way that encourages them to want to succeed, both to please the teacher and for their own
satisfaction. All staff are committed to assisting pupils to raise standards further. There are, however,
a number of aspects in which the quality of teaching could be improved so that all teaching is to the
higher quality of the best practice. (see paragraphs 23-25).

10.

In the main, lessons are conducted at a brisk pace. Teachers use the first part of lessons to teach skills
and to increase the pupils’ knowledge about the subject. In the best lessons, these inputs are not static,
but involve pupils well. In a Year 2 literacy lesson, for instance, pupils were taught how to improve a
simple sentence by adding descriptive words. As the pupils generated the descriptions, the words were
written on pieces of card and the pupils made a ‘living sentence’ at the front of the class. When pupils
are working on individual or small group activities, the teachers use reminders about time passing to
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encourage pupils to work at an appropriate speed. Most pupils, from the youngest up, achieve good
amounts of work in a short period. Year 1 pupils, after being read a book about the Easter story were
able, for example, to write a part of the story independently in a very short period. As a result of very
good introductory teaching and clear expectations, all Year 6 pupils were able to complete a good
proportion of a challenging comprehension activity in an allotted time.
11.

Teachers also communicate to the pupils an enthusiasm for both the subjects they teach and for working
hard. In almost all classes, for example, mental mathematics is taught in a way that encourages pupils
to feel alert and interested. This improves concentration and the resultant learning. In the best lessons
in all subjects, there is an encouraging underlying message to the pupils of ‘you can do this’. The effect
of this enthusiasm is to motivate pupils to want to learn and improve, and is particularly marked in the
teaching of the school choir.

Pupils’ attitudes to work are very good, as is their behaviour. They develop a love of learning that assists
them to make good progress.
12.

Pupils come to school with good social skills. They quickly adapt to the requirements of living and
working in a school community. Behaviour is very good and pupils show themselves to be polite,
friendly and considerate of others. They know the school rules and generally adhere to them. They
report that the school is a safe place and that any incidents of unkind or bullying behaviour are promptly
and effectively dealt with. Great enthusiasm for school is evident. All the pupils spoken to during the
inspection spoke positively about their school, giving a range of reasons for their opinions, ranging from
liking the teachers and being able to play with their friends, to enjoying the opportunity to reflect in
assemblies. The pupils want to attend school and the above average attendance rates are evidence of
this. Almost all of the parent questionnaires received prior to the inspection stated that pupils enjoyed
coming to school.

13.

As a result of the strengths in teaching identified above and the support that many receive at home, the
pupils are very interested in their work. They concentrate well and apply considerable effort to the
activities set. Pupils are able to organise themselves and are motivated to succeed. They work well on
their own and in co-operation with others. They listen well to what both their teachers and their peers
have to say. Year 3 pupils, for example, were equally interested in listening to their teacher’s
information about what Easter means to Christians and to the views of other pupils about what Easter
means to them. The oldest pupils have developed a love of learning and are self-motivated. This
exhibited itself in the pleasure Year 6 pupils showed in a mathematics lesson when they were able to
answer difficult questions correctly. In this way they are very well prepared for their move to the
comprehensive school. The raised standards in the school are as a result of the combined efforts of both
the teachers and the pupils.

The headteacher, deputy headteacher and the governors work effectively together as a team, in the interests
of the pupils, to raise standards.
14.

The headteacher has a clear vision for the school. Her firm commitment to raising standards and the
belief that all pupils should be given the best opportunities to succeed underpin the work of the school.
Over the time since the last inspection, the headteacher has enabled the school to become increasingly
successful, yet to maintain the warm, caring ethos identified as a strength in the last inspection report.
All staff, including secretarial staff, those who care for the building and those who provide the school
meals are encouraged to play a positive part in maintaining this ethos.

15.

The headteacher knows each pupil in the school well and makes time to praise and encourage pupils.
Pupils enjoy being able to show work to her and value her praise. She holds to the opinion that pupils
should be encouraged to do well in subjects such as art and music and this is evident in the work of the
school. Parents have become more constructively involved in the work of the school and are of the
opinion that the school is well led. The headteacher has thus created a school that, through its work,
fulfils its stated aims well.
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16.

The headteacher is very ably supported by the deputy headteacher. The headteacher and deputy
headteacher work closely together, for example on school improvement projects, including recent work
on improving results for higher-attaining Key Stage 1 pupils and writing in Key Stage 2. The deputy
headteacher has provided valued support for the headteacher when changes were needed in the school,
for example the movement of staff to different classes. The strength of the delegation of responsibility
to the deputy headteacher and the shared approach to the management of the school was evident during
the recent illness of the headteacher, when the deputy headteacher was able to run the school effectively
in her absence.

17.

The governing body is very supportive of the headteacher and plays a valuable and valued active role in
the management of the school. Members of the governing body are very committed to assisting the
school to improve and become as good a school as possible. They take their role very seriously and act
in the best interests of the pupils. They are aware of the central importance of raising standards and are
beginning to be more involved in monitoring the work of the school, for example in looking at the results
obtained and in setting future targets. They have set performance targets for the headteacher that are
correctly related to the raising of standards in the school. The need to develop further the teaching and
learning in information technology has been a recent focus of the governing body and as a consequence
the school has been offered the use of computers in the neighbouring comprehensive school. The
governors have a good understanding of their role and have been actively involved in a considerable
number of governor training initiatives to assist them deepen this understanding. A number are able to
visit the school during school hours and there is an effective rota of governors who make themselves
available for parents to talk to at the school gate each day.

18.

Over the last few years, there has been a need to manage the tight financial resources of the school very
carefully. The headteacher and governors have successfully managed to reduce an overspend as well as
to maintain the elderly school building in an adequate state of repair. Of late, the governors have begun
to apply the principles of ‘best value’, for example by checking the effect their spending has on the
standards attained in the school. The last inspection report identified the need to increase the number of
computers in the school. Although the school is still short of such resources, every effort has been made
to increase the resource, through the school budget, the good will of parents and appropriate bids for
national funding. Good use has been made of all specific grants received. Money to raise standards in
Years 3 and 6 has been effectively deployed and has resulted in the desired raising of standards. The
governors have recently correctly identified the lack of appropriate accommodation for the headteacher
and the inadequate school library facilities and have made a well thought out bid for national funding to
make much needed improvements.

WHAT COULD BE IMPROVED
There are not enough planned opportunities for pupils to develop skills, or to cover all aspects of the
National Curriculum in information technology. Standards are consequently too low.
19.

Pupils are not taught information technology on a frequent enough basis in all classes to ensure that the
requirements of the National Curriculum are met over each key stage. Pupils in Year 6 can use a word
processor to write, edit and present their work and they have had some opportunities to use the
computer to research, for example in history and they have used a drawing program. They have not
covered many required aspects of the subject in, for example, data handling, control technology,
modelling or monitoring. In most classes there is inadequate planning to show how and when
information technology will be taught and how the skills learned will be used to support work in other
subjects. The information technology curriculum is not presently fulfilling statutory requirements.

20.

There are, however, some pockets of better practice in the school. In the reception class, for example
the computers are well used. This is because the teacher has timetabled a dedicated time each week to
teach the pupils, as a whole class, new skills and to use new programs. Pupils are then given
opportunities over the week to practise the skills and to use the new program. The pupils in this class
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are making good progress. In Year 4, the computers are also better used. Pupils in this year group
have had an appropriately broad curriculum, including the opportunity to use e-mail and to use the
computer to display data using a data-handling program. Pupils are also making better progress in
Years 1 and 2 in some aspects of the curriculum through the good work of a classroom support
assistant.
21.

Since the beginning of the current term, the school has not had a subject co-ordinator in information and
communication technology. The scheme of work prepared by the last co-ordinator is not fully in use
and it lacks sufficient detail to assist less proficient teachers to teach the subject confidently. The school
has identified its current difficulties and has prepared an action plan, to show the way forward. As with
the scheme of work, this plan requires more detail to ensure that it can adequately lead to the required
improvement.

22.

Since the time of the last inspection, the school has worked hard to improve the computers available for
the pupils to use. There are still, however, a significantly poorer number of computers in the school
than is usual. The offer of the use of the neighbouring comprehensive school’s computer suite has been
recently made and not yet taken up. The use of this facility could make a significant contribution to the
school’s ability to provide adequate education for the pupils in information technology.

Day-to-day assessment is not sufficiently well used. Not all of the work set in lessons assists pupils of
differing abilities to make rapid enough progress. Marking is not consistently used to show pupils how to
improve their work.
23.

The quality of the teaching in the school could be improved further if teachers made better use of their
assessments of pupils. In lessons, although the pupils with different attainments are set different
activities, these do not always promote the best progress. This is, in part, because the school’s present
planning system does not ensure that teachers identify the learning they expect pupils of differing prior
attainment to achieve, either during a series of lessons or in each lesson. In a mathematics lesson, for
example, pupils were all asked to complete a similar data-handling task and, although some pupils were
given more support though a prepared worksheet and others through handling larger numbers, the pupils
all covered the same learning objective, even though the concept was well understood by the most able
group who did not require this practice. Their learning in the lesson was consequently unsatisfactory.

24.

Marking is inconsistently used throughout the school. Although there are some examples of better
practice, for example that in Year 6, the majority of the teachers are not using marking to clearly
indicate to pupils how to improve their work. It is the practice in some classes for the teacher to talk
about work with the pupils. This system provides good feedback to the pupils at the time, but the lack
of a written record of what has been said means that pupils do not have a lasting record of how to
achieve an improvement. In addition, the lack of a written record means that teachers cannot monitor
the response of the pupils to the marking, and co-ordinators and senior managers cannot monitor the
quality and impact of the marking.
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Systems are not good enough for:
• using the information gathered from monitoring the work of the school;
• involving the subject co-ordinators in monitoring and developing their subjects.
25.

The headteacher, deputy headteacher and the governors have begun to undertake a number of activities
to monitor the work of the school. Good use has been made of information gathered from the end of key
stage assessments. Other initiatives, including the monitoring of teaching, planning and the work
produced by the pupils, are potentially very useful. At present, however, the information gathered does
not lead systematically or quickly to improvements. This is, in part, because the systems are relatively
new and those using them have had to gain confidence in their own ability to monitor and, in part,
because the outcomes of the monitoring are not formalised or resulting action agreed. As a result, good
practice is not shared as much as it might be and weaknesses are not always put right sufficiently
quickly. Much of the present monitoring is undertaken by the headteacher and discussion of the
outcomes of the monitoring are not helped by the lack of privacy afforded by the present arrangement,
whereby the headteacher shares accommodation with the school secretary. Although the governing body
is active in its monitoring of the school’s work, governors’ visits are not yet linked to the areas for
development in the school development plan, and the results of the monitoring are not formally fed back
to the governing body so that any action required can be agreed.

26.

Although the school makes good use of the results of end of key stage assessments to set targets and to
identify areas of weakness, this work is not extended to the assessment of pupils as they move through
the key stages. Opportunities are missed for setting targets for individuals, based on their current rate
of progress. The school is thus not able to review the progress of individuals to ensure that every pupil
is making appropriate gains each year.

27.

Since the time of the last inspection, although the role of the subject co-ordinators has been developed in
some respects, the co-ordinators do not yet play a sufficient role in monitoring the work in their
subjects. This inhibits them from being as actively involved in the development of their subjects as they
should be. The co-ordinators require further training to assist them to undertake this work.

WHAT SHOULD THE SCHOOL DO TO IMPROVE FURTHER?
28.

In order to raise the quality of the education provided still further, the headteacher, staff and governors
of the school should:

Improve standards in information technology by:
♦
identifying when, where and how all elements of the National Curriculum programmes of study will be taught
in each key stage;
♦
ensuring that teachers identify on their termly and weekly planning, the times when pupils will be taught skills
and knowledge in information technology and when they will be given opportunity to use information and
communication technology to support work in other subjects;
♦
enabling all teachers to gain an appropriate level of subject knowledge;
♦
continuing to improve the availability of computers for the use of the pupils.
Further improve the quality of teaching and learning and the use of day-to -day assessment by:
♦
ensuring that planning for each unit of work and for lessons clearly identifies what pupils of different prior
attainment will learn;
♦
regularly evaluating the effectiveness of the teaching and learning of these objectives;
♦
using the information gained from this evaluation to plan future work;
♦
ensuring that the marking of pupils’work identifies ways in which the work could be improved.
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Improve the systems for monitoring the school’s work by:
♦
improving the use of the information gathered, both to share good practice and to remedy weaknesses;
♦
improving the recording of the monitoring by showing, where necessary, the action that will be taken;
♦
extending the good use of end of key stage data to set targets and evaluate success to other year groups;
♦
developing the role of the subject co-ordinators so that they play a greater role in monitoring and developing
their subjects.
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PART C: SCHOOL DATA AND INDICATORS
Summary of the sources of evidence for the inspection
Number of lessons observed

19

Number of discussions with staff, governors, other adults and pupils

11

Summary of teaching observed during the inspection
Excellent

Very good

Good

Satisfactory

Unsatisfactory

Poor

Very Poor

5

11

26

53

5

0

0

The table gives the percentage of teaching observed in each of the seven categories used to make judgements about lessons.

Information about the school’s pupils
Nursery

YR – Y6

Number of pupils on the school’s roll (FTE for part-time pupils)

0

213

Number of full-time pupils eligible for free school meals

0

29

Nursery

YR – Y6

Number of pupils with statements of special educational needs

0

0

Number of pupils on the school’s special educational needs register

0

0

Pupils on the school’s roll

FTE means full-time equivalent.
Special educational needs

No of
pupils

English as an additional language
Number of pupils with English as an additional language

0

No of
pupils

Pupil mobility in the last school year
Pupils who joined the school other than at the usual time of first admission

10

Pupils who left the school other than at the usual time of leaving

12

Attendance
Authorised absence

Unauthorised absence
%

%

School data

95.7

School data

0.5

National comparative data

94.1

National comparative data

0.5

Both tables give the percentage of half days (sessions) missed through absence for the latest complete reporting year
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Attainment at the end of Key Stage 1
Number of registered pupils in final year of Key Stage 1 for the latest

Year

Boys

Girls

Total

reporting year

1999

17

16

33

National Curriculum Test/Task Results

Numbers of pupils at NC level
2 and above

Percentage of pupils
at NC level 2 or above

Reading

Writing

Mathematics

Boys

16

16

16

Girls

16

16

16

Total

32

32

32

School

97

97

97

National

82

83

87

English

Mathematics

Science

Boys

16

16

17

Girls

16

16

16

Total

32

32

33

School

97

97

100

National

82

86

87

Teachers’ Assessments

Numbers of pupils at NC level
2 and above

Percentage of pupils
at NC level 2 or above

Attainment at the end of Key Stage 2
Number of registered pupils in final year of Key Stage 2 for the latest

Year

Boys

Girls

Total

reporting year

1999

14

20

34

National Curriculum Test/Task Results

Numbers of pupils at NC level
4 and above

Percentage of pupils
at NC level 4 or above

English

Mathematics

Science

Boys

9

11

12

Girls

17

15

18

Total

26

26

30

School

76

76

88

National

70

69

78

English

Mathematics

Science

Boys

8

10

12

Girls

14

14

14

Total

22

24

26

School

65

71

76

National

68

69

75

Teachers’ Assessments

Numbers of pupils at NC level
4 and above

Percentage of pupils
at NC level 4 or above
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Ethnic background of pupils

Exclusions in the last school year
No of pupils

Fixed
period

Permanent

Black – Caribbean heritage

2

Black – Caribbean heritage

0

0

Black – African heritage

1

Black – African heritage

0

0

Black – other

0

Black – other

0

0

Indian

1

Indian

0

0

Pakistani

0

Pakistani

0

0

Bangladeshi

0

Bangladeshi

0

0

Chinese

0

Chinese

0

0

White

0

0

Other minority ethnic groups

0

0

White
Any other minority ethnic group

184
0

This table refers to pupils of compulsory school age
only.

This table gives the number of exclusions of pupils of
compulsory school age, which may be different from the
number of pupils excluded.

Teachers and classes

Financial information

Qualified teachers and classes: YR – Y6
Total number of qualified teachers
(FTE)
Number of pupils per qualified teacher
Average class size

8.4

Financial year

1998/9

25.4:1
30.4

Education support staff: Y R – Y 6
Total number of education support staff

3

Total aggregate hours worked per week

69.75

£
Total income

335,129

Total expenditure

333,265

Expenditure per pupil
Balance brought forward from previous year
Balance carried forward to next year
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1,508
18,002
1,864

Results of the survey of parents and carers
Questionnaire return rate
Number of questionnaires sent out

213

Number of questionnaires returned

84

Percentage of responses in each category
Strongly
agree

Tend to
agree

Tend to
disagree

Strongly
disagree

Don’t
know

My child likes school.

67

32

1

0

0

My child is making good progress in school.

56

39

2

1

1

Behaviour in the school is good.

58

40

0

0

1

My child gets the right amount of work to do at home.

38

44

12

6

0

The teaching is good.

57

37

2

0

4

I am kept well informed about how my child is getting
on.

44

49

6

0

1

I would feel comfortable about approaching the school
with questions or a problem.

74

24

2

0

0

The school expects my child to work hard and achieve
his or her best.

75

25

0

0

0

The school works closely with parents.

50

43

6

0

1

The school is well led and managed.

62

36

2

0

0

The school is helping my child become mature and
responsible.

63

33

0

0

4

The school provides an interesting range of activities
outside lessons.

25

50

17

2

6
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